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Brazen BirdsBrazen BirdsBrazen BirdsBrazen Birds    ©jill maas not for commercial use You will need You will need You will need You will need your sewing machine, sharp scissors, hand sewing kit and threads including black. Small pieces of white, brown and yellow felt. Bright cotton for body (spots look good!) Freezer paper, stuffing. Fine wire to twist for legs and small amount of masking tape to cover sharp ends. For eyes you will need, 2 small dark button, 2 silver sequins and 2 round black beads.   Method. Method. Method. Method. Trace pattern pieces out on freezer  paper and cut out. These are templates. Allow seams.   Put fabric right sides together and iron on body piece. Sew around only where shown on diagram. Cut out 2 pieces brown felt for leg tops. Sew to leg openings on each side of body  piece. Sew top of beck- attach to head as in diagram.  Sew the rest of beck and down the front of body, leaving open between the legs. Turn right sides out and stuff through opening. Cut out white felt eye base, pin and sew in place with black stitches around the edge. Continued on page 2Continued on page 2Continued on page 2Continued on page 2    
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To sew on eyes, anchor thread, start with small button, come through with thread, then through sequin, then black bead, back through sequin, then button, anchor thread and go to other side and repeat. (note eyes are close together) Twist fine wire for legs, about the size shown in diagram, cover any sharp ends with masking tape. Push wire into body and sew felt pieces down the sides to hold it in place. After both legs in place sew up between legs. Adjust wire to the same length and spread out to make your bird balance and stand by pressing on a flat surface and holding it at the ankles. Cut out wings, gather one side and sew onto body. Add some thread ends at the top of head and tail. (for feathers!) 
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